
 
DREAM YOUR DIVINE DREAM 
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GOD is freedom and GOD is love      and we are all from the one source above. So dream your dream of a world 
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1. where the god within you    is never denied    and is as well acknowledged within others at your side, 
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where the splendor of each soul    reflects the magnificence of the whole, 
             fis                 E          D  A                                H                                  E4 E 
where differences create no separation    and individual expressions need no explanation, 
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where the same opportunities are offered to everyone  and the fight for freedom will be won, 
 

2. where fear is no longer used as a means of gaining respect on the political scene, 
where judgment no longer takes place, it is replaced by understanding, insight and grace 
where life in all its manifestations, and what it supports is respected by all generations, 
becomes the greatest form of expression and is of supreme value whithout any concessions, 
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where liberty is regarded as a universal right  that may not be violated by any secular might, 
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in which nobody imposes restrictions by force, where we can all express the glory of our being, and of course  
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love will be the answer to all our questions, where loving treatment will serve as a guide and suggestion,   
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where love will influence the reaction to any situation and will be the experience of an enduring vibration, 
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                  will be the experience of an enduring vibration,  
    

 
3. where chances and resources are accessible to all, where everyone is granted human dignity, big and small,  

where people experience when they share and give, there is obviously no shortage to share and live, 
in which all are treated with equal tolerance and respect, where differences and otherness never lead to an attack, 
where no conditions are attached to love, being a divine creature is enough,  

 
4. where suffering will never again be ignored and hate will never invade a thought, 

where intolerance will never again be expressed, where no dissenter or unbeliever will be oppressed, 
a world where failure does not breed shame and regret does not lead to guilt or blame, 
and judgment does not mean damnation at all, and transgressions do not determine rise and fall.  

 
  

where superiority is abolished and ego is reduced, where by Mammon and corruption, we will not be seduced,   
where differences create no separation, and individual forms of expression require no explanation,   
So let's be kind, nice and good to each other  and also good and kind to ourselves, 
let's share our goods with our sister and brother and be generous to everyone else. 
 
  

5. GOD is what life is and Love is what GOD is, love knows no conditions, it takes no toll. 
Honor and protect and care for your body. You`re the crown of creation, the best of all.  
Dream these things into existence. End the nightmare of reality with the power of your dreams.  
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Always remember everything you see is your creation, nothing is real as it seems, nothing is real as it seems. 
 
 
Lyrics and music by Chotu:     8 / 2022  (based on the book "Communion with God" by Neale Donald Walsch) 


